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A Top Bank Expands Watch
List Screening and Reduces
False Positives
One of Accuity’s clients, a large bank in the Republic of South Africa, decided to
expand its watch list screening efforts to include all of the currencies in which it
does business with while also replacing its current watch list with a larger set from a
commercial provider. However, this resulted in a dramatic increase in potential matches,
and the bank turned to Accuity’s Professional Services Group (PSG) for help.

Key Challenges
The client had employed a transaction
screening solution to screen U.S Dollar
transactions against the OFAC Specially
Designated Nationals (SDN) list. The bank
wanted to expand its watch list screening
efforts to more currencies and replace
its current watch list with a larger set that
included the United Nations and Bank of
England lists. When the bank screened
its data within the expanded parameters,
however, the potential matches grew
dramatically—over 75 times the number
of matches previously produced.

Proposed Solution
From a prior engagement, the client
was familiar with PSG’s expertise in false
positive reduction and, despite the fact
that the bank used neither Accuity’s
Global WatchList ® data nor Accuity’s
Compliance Link screening solution, it
turned to PSG’s subject matter experts
for help. Accuity provided the bank a
number of services to help reduce its
match rate to a manageable level.
To empower the client to manage its
false positive reduction efforts without
additional outside assistance, the PSG
consultant also provided business and
technical training to the bank’s IT and
compliance staff. Their staff was educated
on watch list screening regulations, false
positive reduction techniques and other
best practices for global AML compliance.

Results

Benefits

Almost without exception, the client accepted
and implemented PSG’s false positive reduction
suggestions, including:
Modifications to the configuration of the
watch list screening application.
Changes to the watch list screening data.
The addition of 78 false positive reduction
rules for specific high frequency matches.
The results were dramatic—when one
representative day’s traffic was re-screened,
matches were reduced by over 86 percent.
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A Comprehensive Approach
Today, banks and financial services firms worldwide
need the best possible solution to protect
themselves against the risk of participating in
illicit financial activities and doing business with
sanctioned entities. Accuity’s Professional Services
Group can help meet the challenges of the fastchanging regulatory compliance and payment
processing environments while reducing the overall
time and cost of regulatory compliance.
By leveraging our Compliance Link software—an
all-encompassing, modular solution for screening
prospect, customer, vendor and employee
information and financial transaction data—Accuity
can help your firm review and amend your current
screening processes to protect against risks
associated with financial sanctions policy while
reducing the overall time and cost of compliance.
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In addition to substantially reducing
the number of false positives the bank
experienced, PSG also empowered
staff to take over responsibility for
ongoing analysis and false positive
reduction activities after the completion
of the consulting engagement. The
bank’s staff was educated on watch list
screening regulations, false positive
reduction techniques for the bank’s
watch list screening solution, data
analysis of watch list screening results
and best practices.

Match Rate
Reduction Services
Analysed the bank’s multi-currency
transactions matches and separating
matches into a limited set of general
categories.
Proposed possible strategies for match
reduction.
Implemented the agreed-to false
positive reduction steps on the bank’s
test system and testing and documenting
the results.
Rescreened the original data to validate
the operational impact of the changes.
Reviewed the ramifications of each
category with the firm’s compliance staff.
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